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NEW PUBLISHING SERVICES PARTNERSHIP FROM DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS, MSP, AND
PROJECT EUCLID
Durham, NC— Duke University Press, MSP (Mathematical Sciences Publishers), and Project
Euclid announce a new publishing partnership, Alloy: A Publishing Services Alliance.
Alloy was forged with two goals in mind: to offer journals the finest suite of nonprofit publishing
services available in the field, and to welcome publishers into a collaboration that treats journals
as true partners, not just as clients or profit centers.
MSP founder and president Rob Kirby said, “MSP was conceived as an alternative to the
big, profit-driven publishers. We are thrilled to join forces with Duke University Press and
Project Euclid in pursuit of our goal to strengthen, defend, and expand independent scientific
publishing.”
Each organization will bring its own set of strengths, skills, and experience to the partnership.
Alloy features:
• editorial management supported by EditFlow from MSP,
• editing and production from MSP,
• marketing, sales, and customer relations from Duke University Press,
• and online presence from Project Euclid.
Duke University Press Director Steve Cohn said, “We are delighted to bring MSP into the long
and very successful collaboration between DUP and Project Euclid. They will bring to this
partnership deep knowledge of mathematics and the math community, plus the very best peerreview system in existence for use with math-related subject matter.”
“Providing publishers with the hosting services they need to be competitive and discoverable
has always been at the core of Project Euclid’s mission. With MSP and Duke University Press,
we have found like-minded partners who can offer publishers truly excellent solutions to the rest
of the publication process,” said Leslie Eager, Project Euclid’s Director of Publishing Services.
For more information about collaborating with Alloy, contact Erich Staib at
erich.staib@dukeupress.edu.
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About Duke University Press
Duke University Press supports scholars in doing what they are passionate about: learning,
teaching, and effecting positive change in the world. This bold, progressive spirit drives
both what and how DUP publishes. Each year it publishes about 120 new books, more than
50 journals, and multiple digital collections that transform current thinking and move fields
forward. Duke University Press thrives as a nonprofit publisher because it adapts, innovates, and
forms strong global partnerships in pursuit of its mission. That mission is to find, curate, enrich,
and disseminate scholarship that is vital to readers working at the forefront of their fields in
the humanities, social sciences, and mathematics. The offices of Duke University Press are in
Durham, NC. For additional information, please visit dukeupress.edu.
About MSP
Based in Berkeley, California, MSP develops services and software for publishing (e.g., EditFlow)
and produces top-level scientific research publications. It publishes more than 17,000 pages
per year and strives to offer the highest quality at the lowest sustainable prices. For additional
information, please visit msp.org.
About Project Euclid
A content platform jointly managed by Cornell University Library and Duke University Press,
Project Euclid seeks to provide powerful, low-cost online hosting and publishing services
for mathematics and statistics scholarship worldwide. As a nonprofit, community-driven,
international partnership of academic libraries, independent and society scholarly publishers,
and scholars, Project Euclid actively supports broad, sustainable access to this mathematics
and statistics literature. For additional information, please visit projecteuclid.org.
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